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Chorus Call and InComm Solutions Announce Acquisition 

7 Year Partners Join for World-Wide Strategic Growth 

Monroeville, Pa., November 16, 2011 – Chorus Call, Inc. announced today a definitive agreement under 

which InComm Conferencing, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Chorus Call, acquires the assets of 

InComm Solutions, Inc., of Glen Rock, New Jersey.  

 

InComm Solutions is a market leader in providing conferencing and collaboration solutions 

encompassing audio, video and web-based platforms to clients in multiple industries and organizations. 

By emphasizing total quality and the highest level of client service, InComm has become a leader in 

Event Conferencing and Investor Relations conferences.   

 

“Having started InComm Solutions 11 years ago, we became very successful in the tough competitive 

conferencing market by maintaining an uncompromising commitment to client service.  In Chorus Call 

we found that very same commitment and we are extremely excited to join with Chorus Call and their 

group of global conferencing companies. The two companies have been working together for 7 years.” 

said Paul Cooke, Co-President of InComm Solutions.   

“The decision to join Chorus Call was primarily a strategic one, driven by our continuing desire to offer 

the best resources and opportunities to our clients and employees,” said Bill Martin, Co-President of 

InComm Solutions. 
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Chorus Call is a leading provider of teleconferencing services with headquarters in Pennsylvania and 

satellite offices in Canada, Europe, South America, Australia, India, and South Africa. As a pioneer of 

high quality conferencing, Chorus Call offers a broad spectrum of audio, video, and web-based 

conferencing services. 

Giorgio Coraluppi, President of Chorus Call, commented: “InComm and Chorus Call are compatible 

organizations. Together they will promote and assert their high standards of performance.” 

Chorus Call’s sister company – Compunetix, Inc. – is an international leader in the design and 

manufacture of multipoint conferencing systems. The distinctive relationship between Chorus Call and 

Compunetix creates an environment which aids in promoting innovative and customized solutions. 

For more information visit the Chorus Call website at www.choruscall.com, the InComm website at 

www.incommconferencing.com and the Compunetix website at www.compunetix.com.  
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